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Adapt herring fisheries
to scientific uncertainty
The scientific assessments of the fish stocks in the Baltic
Sea are characterized by great uncertainty. In the last five
years, the size of the Central Baltic herring stock has been
greatly overestimated - which has probably contributed
to excessive catch quotas. It is time to introduce a larger
buffer for the scientific uncertainty in management and
quota decisions.

Baltic Sea Centre
POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS
•

Set the annual catch quotas (TAC) for
Central Baltic herring 50 percent below the
recommended MSY quota (FMSY).

•

Introduce in the longer term a similar buffer
for uncertainty also for sprat and other
commercially fished stocks in the Baltic Sea.

•

Estimates of how stocks and fishing mortality have developed
over time can vary greatly from year to year. These uncertainties
are not clearly explained in the advice, which increases the risk of
overfishing. A larger precautionary buffer is needed in tac decisions for Baltic fisheries to compensate for the uncertainty.

Until the buffer for uncertainty is introduced
as a rule in the TAC decision process for all
commercial stocks, the TAC should be set at
the lowest possible FMSY level, i. e. Flower.

•

For stocks that show clear signs of depletion, such as the Central
Baltic herring, the tac should be set to 50 percent below the estimated msy level (FMSY).

Carry out a thorough investigation of the
fisheries’s misreporting of herring and sprat,
and analyse to what extent it affects the
scientific stock estimates.

•

Complement today’s management models
with better regulation of what, when and
how fishing may be conducted, where a first
step would be to move the Swedish trawl
boundary further out from the coastline.

Every autumn, EU fisheries ministers negotiate the next year’s total allowable catches (tacs) for commercial fishing in the Baltic Sea.
They are aided in this exercise by scientific advice from the International Council for the Exploration of the Sea (ices) on how large
catches can be allowed to achieve maximum sustainable yield (msy).
However, scientific stock estimates are fraught with uncertainties.

tacs for other commercial stocks should be set at the lowest msy
level (Flower) and in the longer term at 50 percent below FMSY. This
would provide catch quotas in better harmony with both scientific and ecological realities - and reduce the risk of further depletion of the Baltic fish stocks.
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Trawl with a good catch of pelagic species such as herring and sprat.

The uncertainty made visible
ices’ annually recommended tacs for commercial stocks in the Baltic Sea are based on preliminary estimates of how the stocks have
evolved over time. Some of the most important parameters are:
•

Spawning stock biomass (ssb) – the amount of sexually mature fish

•

Fishing mortality (F) – the amount of fish killed by fisheries

•

Recruitment (R) – the amount of new fish added to the stock
each year.

In the scientific advice, comparisons are also made with estimates from previous years – and it is in these camparisons that the
scientific uncertainty becomes particularly visible. For example,
when it comes to sprat, the western spring spawning herring and
the western cod stock, there are significant differences between
different years’ estimates. The most significant differences can be
seen in the compared estimates of the Central Baltic herring stock.
According to ices’ latest stock assessment and tac advice the size
of the stock has been greatly overestimated for many years. At
the same time, fishing pressure has been underestimated, and exceeded the limit value for sustainable fishing (FMSY). This difference is also reflected in comparisons between older and newer stock
assessment models. Spawning stock biomass
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As recently as 2019, the scientific assessment concluded that
fishing mortality for 2018 was just above FMSY, and the herring
fishery could still be classified as a reasonably sustainable. But
according to later estimates, fishing mortality had already reached
far beyond the limit for FMSY (just over 0.2) and was significantly
above the precautionary level Fpa (around 0.5). In 2020, therefore,
fishing mortality was actually more than twice as high as it should
have been according to msy.

EU fisheries policy mandates an ecosystem-based management
that applies the precautionary approach and contributes to
achieving good environmental status for the sea. Today’s management does not live up to these requirments. With its one-sided
focus on achieving the msy goals of maximum yield, management
takes far too little account of other important factors, such as:
•

the consequences of offshore fishing for coastal and archipelago fisheries

•

the important role of herring in the ecosystem, both offshore
and in coastal areas

•

the role of herring as food for other commercially fished species.

Overestimated recruitment
The recruitment in the Central Baltic herring stock soared in
2015, and created a record-breaking year class of herring. At that
point, ices estimated that the stock would have over 25 billion
new individuals (see figure 3). In 2017, recruitment for 2015 was
significantly adjusted upwards, to 61 billion individuals. The conclusion was that a huge amount of herring would reach fishable
size in 2018.
According to the latest ices assessment (2021), however recruitment in 2015 was in fact just over 30 billion individuals – that is,
half as large as was thought in 2017. This miscalculation probably had a major impact on tac decisions.

Uncertain forecasts and data from the fishermen
Tha annual ices stock assessments and tac advice are based on
extensive scientific work and advanced modeling. Data are obtained from research, environmental monitoring, sampling and the
catches reported by the fisheries.
Perhaps the most important reason why stock estimates and assessments can vary so greatly from year to year is that the process
in itself consists of a large number of different factors – none of
which is constant. Everything, from climate change and other environmental conditions to species development and interaction, is
constantly changing. The methods for calculating stock size and
catches also change over time.
Misreporting of catches is another important source of uncertainty. It has been shown that large-scale pelagic trawling vessels in
many cases catch more sprat and less herring than indicated in
their catch reports. This is a well-known and presumably extensive problem, about which the administration currently has little
knowledge. Correct catch data from the fisheries are a central part
of the researchers’ stock analyzes and estimates, and incorrect reporting can therefore lead to grossly incorrect estimates.

Sub-populations, lack of knowledge and uncertainties
The goal in today’s msy-based fisheries management is to fish exactly at level where the stocks give the highest yield in biomass,
with the smallest possible margin. At the same time, fishing must
be sustainable. This places unreasonably high demands on data
and precise stock estimates – especially in a complex and changing marine ecosystem such as the Baltic Sea.

Buffer for uncertainty in TAC decisions
Scientific uncertainty calls for more caution, not less. Therefore,
managment should introduce a buffer for uncertainty in the tac
decision process as soon as possible. This means that tacs should
be incrementally set at 50 percent below FMSY for all commercial
stocks in the Baltic Sea. It is not possible to prove that 50 percent
has a better effect than, for example, 40 or 60 percent. But the target must be set somewhere. Scientific modeling shows that catch
levels of about half of Fmsy can reduce the risk of overfishing and
provide greater returns in the longer term.
For stocks that show clear signs of depletion, the 50 percent buffer should be introduced immediately. This applies, for example,
to herring in the central Baltic Sea, where there is currently an obvious risk of subpopulations and local spawning stocks being wiped out. In addition, large herring are missing along the Swedish
east coast, which indicates that the fishing pressure is too high.
For stocks that develop particularly negatively, fishing should be
stopped completely until the stock has recovered.

Reduced risk for overfishing
In the long term, a buffer of 50 percent below FMSY should also
be introduced for other fish stocks in the Baltic Sea – not least for
sprat, as the fishing for sprat and herring is a mixed fishery. Until
then, management should use the safety margin that is already
in place in ices recommendations, and consistently set tacs for
other stocks on Flower, which is the lowest level of fishing mortality
within the FMSY framework.
The introduction of a 50 percent buffer in tac decisions could be
a powerful management tool to deal with the inevitable uncertainties associated with fisheries management, scientific advice and
ecosystem change. At the same time, the risks of overfishing due
to lack of knowledge would be radically reduced. In the longer
run, it would probably provide not only more sustainable fish
stocks but also more profitable fishing.

For the Central Baltic herring, the requirements are particularly
high since it has been shown that the stock in fact consists of several sub-populations and local spawning stocks with different reproduction, growth and mortality rates. At present, the fisheries administration does not take this into account, as the state of knowledge
about the herring stock structure is considered insufficient.
At the same time, a larger proportion of the Swedish large-scale
pelagic herring fisheries has moved closer to the east coast. Thus,
there is a great risk that local sub-populations will be depleted or
even disappear due to an excessively high fishing pressure, and
that the catch may be very large locally in the areas where large-scale fishing is conducted.
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Flim – if a stock is fished above this level, the spawning stock
biomass will most probably be greatly reduced and end up
under Blim.
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Fpa – a level of caution, to avoid ending up at Flim.
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FMSY – a fishing pressure at or below this level is considered
sustainable, and is unlikely to lead to a decrease in biomass
from year to year.
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MSY Btrigger – if the biomass
reaches below this level, a
requirement is triggered for
ICES to recommend lower catch
quotas in relation to FMSY.

Bpa – a level of caution, to avoid
ending up at Blim. As long as the
stock biomass is above Bpa, the
probability of reduced recruitment is considered to be low.

Blim – if the stock's biomass falls below this level, there is a great
risk of reduced recruitment. With unchanged catch levels, the
fishing collapses.

Since the 1970s, spawning stock biomass of the Central Baltic herring has decreased by almost 80 percent, from about two million
tonnes (1974) to just under 500,000 tonnes (2020). The decline took off in the early 1980s at the same time as fishing pressure rose
above the limit for sustainable fishing (FMSY). When spawning stock biomass reached a bottom of 330,000 tonnes (around 2003),
fishing pressure was at its highest. In the following years, fishing decreased sharply, while spawning stock biomass increased. Today, the
spawning stock biomass is below sustainable levels while the fishing pressure is again too high.
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